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Abstract. The bearing capacity of strip footings on unsaturated soils is studied using slip line theory. The suction
profiles considered are non-uniform with depth and correspond to vertical flow of water by infiltration or evaporation.
The slip line theory assumes a plastic equilibrium state of a Mohr-Coulomb soil in which suction influences are
included using the effective stress concept. This paper shows that the influence of a non-uniform suction profile on
bearing capacity is significant. When the contribution of suction to the effective stress can be approximated as a
function that varies linearly with depth, the effects of suction on bearing capacity can be represented in dimensionless
form in separate charts for smooth and rough footings. Using the charts the bearing capacity can be determined for
any combination of friction angle, footing width, surcharge, soil unit weight and linear profiles of cohesion and the
contribution of suction to the effective stress.

1 Introduction
Foundations are ubiquitous to geotechnical engineering.
Current design tools for estimating ultimate bearing
capacity are only applicable when foundation soils are
fully saturated or dry. Shallow foundations, however,
operate in the upper fewer meters of the ground, often
above the water table where soils are variably saturated
and may never become fully saturated. As a result the
true margins of safety cannot be known for shallow
foundations on unsaturated soils using existing tools.
The significant influence that suction can have on
bearing capacity has been recognised in the literature.
Meyerhof [1] and Vesic [2] recommended suction be
treated as an apparent cohesion and shallow foundations
be designed based on the highest possible ground water
table. Vesic [2] suggested that when the distance between
the ground water table and the base of the foundation is
less than the foundation width then the soil unit weight
should be modified to account for suction above the
water level. More recently Oloo et al. [3] and Costa et al.
[4] incorporated suction into Terzaghi-type bearing
capacity calculations by treating it as an apparent
cohesion that was constant with depth. A suction related
term, in addition to cohesion, contributed to bearing
capacity when scaled by the bearing capacity factor Nc.
Xu [5] observed in experiments a suction dependant
increase in bearing capacity in unsaturated expansive
soils. Jahanandish et al. [6] accounted for this increase in
an analysis using zero extension line theory. Again
suction was treated as an apparent cohesion constant with
depth that contributed to bearing capacity through Nc. It is
a

recognised that suction and apparent cohesion have
similar but separate effects on stress equilibrium.
Never before has the effect of a non-uniform suction
profile with depth been considered in a bearing capacity
analysis of frictional soil. Suction may be highest at very
shallow depths where soil interacts with the environment
and evaporation may occur. But suction may decay with
depth and vanish all together the ground water table. This
non-uniformity introduces uncertainties in to how suction
may influence bearing capacity and to what extent it may
be relied upon during the service life of the footing.
The slip line theory [7-9] is widely used to calculate
the ultimate bearing capacity of a strip footing. It
involves assuming limit stresses are reached at every
point in the soil foundation while an equilibrium stress
state is maintained. This avoids use of arbitrarily assumed
failure mechanisms. The aim of this paper is to study the
influence of steady state suction profiles, set up through
evaporation or infiltration, on the bearing capacity of a
surface strip footing using the slip line theory.

2 Slip line governing equations
2.1 Effective stress and failure criterion
The governing equations are formulated based on the
effective stress concept for unsaturated soils [10]. The
effective stress (σ') is defined as:
σ'=σ-ua+χ(ua-uw )

(1)
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where σ ≡ total stress, ua ≡ pore air pressure, uw ≡ pore
water pressure and χ ≡ effective stress parameter. Eq. 1
can be rewritten as:
(2)

where s=ua-uw and σn=σ-ua≡ net stress, that is the total
stress in excess of pore air pressure. When pore air
pressure is equal to atmospheric pressure and is taken as
the pressure datum, the net stress and total stress become
the same. The subscript n may then be removed to
simplify notation (σ'=σ+χs).
The expression for χ when the hydraulic state of the
soil is located on the main drying or the main wetting
branch of the soil-water characteristic curve is (Khalili
and Khabbaz, [11]):
χ=1, s≤se
χ=(s/se )-0.55, s>se

B

σxx=[(1+sinφ'cos2θ)σm'-c'cotφ']-χs
σyy=[(1-sinφ'cos2θ)σm'-c'cotφ']-χs
σxy=sinφ'sin2θσm'
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Figure 1. Problem geometry and parameters
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2.3 Suction function and water pressure profile
A steady state suction function was derived by Lu and
Griffiths [12] by combining Darcy’s law [13, 14] for
vertical unsaturated flow and Gardner’s permeability
model [15]. A modified version of this function is used
here. The modification ensures that a saturated condition
is achieved when s≤se, contrary to it being achieved for
s=0 in the original formulation. The permeability model
used is:

where σxx,σyy ≡ normal stresses in the x and y directions,
respectively, σm' ≡ effective mean stress, σxy≡ shear
stress, c' ≡ soil cohesion, φ' ≡ soil friction angle and θ ≡
angle between the vertical axis and the major principal
stress direction. Here φ' is taken to be a material constant
for simplicity (ignoring the slight dependence it may have
on soil density, confining pressure, loading history and
suction). c' and χs will be set to be zero, constant or vary
with depth as will be clearly indicated in the paper.

k=ks, s≤se
k=ks exp[A1(1-s/se)], s>se

2.2 Stress equations

(7.1)
(7.2)

where k≡ unsaturated hydraulic conductivity, ks≡
saturated hydraulic conductivity and A1≡ a fitting
constant (A1=1 is adopted in this paper). Eq. 7 is
combined with Darcy’s law for vertical unsaturated flow
to obtain:

The coordinates system used by Sokolovski [9] is
adopted in this paper where x≡ vertical direction and y≡
horizontal direction (Figure 1). The stress components in
Eq. 4 can be differentiated with respect to distance and
substituted into the static equilibrium equation. After
some simplifications two families of stress characteristic
curves are obtained: the η family defined by Eq. 5 and the
ξ family defined by Eq. 6:
dy=tan(θ+μ)dx
dσm'+2tanφ'σm'dθ=C1
dy=tan(θ-μ)dx
dσm'-2tanφ'σm'dθ=C2

qs

(3.1)
(3.2)

where se≡ suction value separating saturated from
unsaturated states (se=sae≡ air entry suction and applies
when the hydraulic state is on the main drying branch,
se=sex≡ air expulsion suction and applies when the
hydraulic state is on the main wetting branch). Eq. 3 is
appealing because it is simple and has been validated
extensively using experimental data.
The Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion may be written
as:

L
qs

L

initial soil
surface

axis of
symmetry

σ'=σn+χs

where
C1=[γt+∂(c'cotφ'+χs)/∂x](dx-tanφ'dy)
and
C2=[γt+∂(c'cotφ'+χs)/∂x](dx+tanφ'dy), γt≡ soil unit weight
and μ=π⁄4-φ'⁄2. To arrive at Eqs. 5 and 6, it has been
assumed cohesion and suction do not change in the
horizontal direction. The term ∂(c'cotφ'+χs)/∂x in Eqs. 5
and 6 indicates that c'cotφ' and χs have similar but
separate effects on stress equilibrium.

s= γw, s≤se
(8.1)
s=se-(se/A1)ln{(1+q/ks)exp[A1(1-γwx̄/se)]-q/ks}, s>se
(8.2)
in which x̄ is the height above a horizontal ground water
table (Figure 2). The water table is at a distance H below
the soil surface and x̄=H-x.
As Eq. 8 is relatively simple with physically intuitive
parameters it is adopted in this paper to compute steady
state suction profiles typical of sands and silts. The
influence of the suction profiles on stress equilibrium can

(5.1)
(5.2)
(6.1)
(6.2)
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be found by calculating ∂(c'cotφ'+χs)/∂x in Eq. 6. For
constant c' it is found that ∂(c'cotφ'+χs)/∂x=
∂(χs)/∂x=-γw, s≤se where x≥H-se/γw
∂(χs)/∂x=C3/C4, s>se where x<H-se/γw

σm'=(qs+χs+c'cotφ')/(1+sinφ'cos2θ)
θ=π/2

(9.1)
(9.2)

The singular point O (shown in Figure 1) is treated as
a characteristic curve in the limit extending from point
O1 on the soil surface to point O2 at the edge of the
footing. At a point M on this curve the variable σm' is
evaluated as:

with C3=-0.45(1+q/ks)γwA2 and
C4=[A2(1+q/ks)-q/ks]{1-(1/A1)ln[A2(1+q/ks)-q/ks]}0.55
in which A2=exp{A1[1-γw(H-x)/se]}.

σm'(M)=σm'(O1)exp[2 tanφ'(θ(O1)-θ(M))]

soil
surface

x

θ=-Δ/2-δ'/2

x̄=H-x

se /γw

saturated

x=0
water
table

γw

(13)

where Δ=sin-1(sin(δ'/sinφ')). For rough footings δ'=φ',
Δ=π/2 and θ=-π/4-φ'/2. For smooth footings δ'=0, Δ=0
and θ=0. For 0<δ'<φ', θ depends on the adopted δ'.
Another boundary condition can be derived for the soilfooting interface from the coordinates system (Figure 1).
For a smooth footing:

H

uw is
positive

(12)

At the soil-footing interface:
χs
profile

1

(10)
(11)

(14)

along the entire interface. For 0<δ'≤φ', Eq. 14 only
applies to part of the footing width [16, 17].
It has been widely discussed [18] that plastic yielding
(according to the assumed Mohr-Coulomb failure
criterion) cannot occur at the axis of symmetry (Figure 1)
for 0<δ'≤φ'. Different approaches have been adopted to
circumvent the problem of not having zero shear stress on
the axis of symmetry for 0<δ'≤φ' . The approach adopted
here is similar to Davis and Booker [16] and Martin [17]
in assuming that a soil wedge is trapped between the
plastic zone and the footing. A stress field is searched so
that θ=0 is satisfied on the axis of symmetry. The exact
shape and extent of the wedge is governed by the
problem parameters. It extends to the edge of the footing
or to a certain point on the footing.

s is
positive

Figure 2. A typical χs profile in soil

3 The strip footing problem
3.1. Problem definition
A typical strip footing is shown in Figure 1. Only the case
when the footing load is larger than the surcharge load is
considered here which Sokolovski [9] referred to as the
heaving problem. The suction profile in the unsaturated
region is assumed to be at a steady state. The water
pressure in the saturated region is assumed hydrostatic
and the effect of water exchange with the unsaturated
region is assumed negligible. The unsaturated flow
occurs in the vertical direction only and may be either an
evaporative (positive) flow for which the soil’s hydraulic
state is assumed to always be on the main drying curve or
infiltrative (negative) flow for which the hydraulic state is
assumed to always be on the main wetting curve. The
effects of soil deformation and changes to soil structure
on se are assumed negligible. Because the problem is
symmetric about a vertical line (shown in Figure 1) it is
possible to work with one-half of the geometry. The
right-half of the geometry is referred to in this paper.

3.3 Solution procedures
A standard finite difference scheme is used to discretise
the governing equations (Eq. 5 and Eq. 6) in the same
way as Sokolovski [9]. Details of numerical
implementation for dry soils can be found in references
[9, 17]. For unsaturated soils the variables (σm',θ,x,y) at
each grid point of the finite difference mesh need to be
updated with Eq. 9 until convergence. It is also necessary
to adopt an adaptive subdivision strategy to control the
level of mesh distortion in the fan zone. An adaptive
subdivision strategy similar to Martin [17] is used here.

4 Results of slip line analyses
Results are presented in total normal stresses (denoted
σxx_interface) on a soil-footing interface. For simplicity a soil
unit weight γt=17 kN/m3 is adopted. It will be shown later
that γt has a significant effect on bearing capacity.
Typical parameters of sands (φ'=40°,45°) and silts
(φ'=25°,30°) whilst unsaturated are used to compute the

3.2 Boundary conditions
At the soil surface away from the footing contact
interface the two variables σm' and θ can be written as:

3
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χs profiles for evaporation (q=1.15×10-8 m/s) and
infiltration (q=-3.14×10-8 m/s), as listed in Table 1.

Height above water table (m)

12

Table 1. Parameters adopted in analyses.

φ' (°)

se (kPa)

ks (m/s)

q (m/s)

25

15 (infiltration)

1×10-7

-3.14×10-8

25

75 (evaporation)

1×10-7

1.15×10-8

-7

-8

15 (infiltration)

1×10

-7

-3.14×10

30

75 (evaporation)

1×10

1.15×10

40

2 (infiltration)

3×10-4

-3.14×10-8

-4

10 (evaporation)

3×10

1.15×10

45

2 (infiltration)

3×10-4

-3.14×10-8

-4

-8

45

10 (evaporation)

3×10

x

χs=29-2x
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2

typical infiltration
typical evaporation

0
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(a) SILT
χs=6-0.15x

8

-8

Height above water table (m)

30

soil surface

10

1.15×10

For H=10 m the corresponding χs profiles computed
using Eqs. 3 and 8 are shown in Figure 3a for silt and
Figure 3b for sand. They show that the χs profiles may be
approximated by linear functions.
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Figure 3. Typical infiltration and evaporation in sand and silt

4.1. Smooth and rough footings
Figure 4a and Figure 4b show distributions of σxx_interface
for a two meters wide smooth strip footing. H=10 m is
used. Figure 5a and Figure 5b show distributions of
σxx_interface for a rough footing, B=2 m and H=10 m.
σxx_interface for the rough footing is higher than that for the
smooth footing.
The results show that σxx_interface, and thus the bearing
capacity, is strongly linked to whether the sand or silt is
undergoing evaporation or infiltration. This is due to a
significant difference in the χs profiles (Figure 3).
4.2. Influence of footing width
The influence of B is investigated by repeating the
analyses in section 4.1 for a typical sand (φ'=40°) and silt
(φ'=25°) in steady state evaporation. B=6 m and B=18 m
are considered along with B=2 m. The results are shown
in Figure 6.
Figure 6 shows that the results for a particular
unsaturated soil with a certain φ' value but for different
footing widths do not coincide when presented in
σxx_interface/(γtB)~y/B, contrary to what is observed for dry
soils [19].

Figure 4. Total normal stress at a smooth soil-footing interface
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The results for unsaturated silt and evaporation are
most divergent. The amount of divergence depends on χs
and its variation with depth, which is scale dependent. To
understand this it is helpful to refer to the results of Davis
and Booker [20] who studied the influence of a linearly
varying cohesion profile on the bearing capacity of clays,
as cohesion has a similar influence to χs/cotφ'. Davis and
Booker [20] identified c0'/(KcB) (where c0'≡ soil cohesion
at soil surface and Kc≡ rate of cohesion increase with
depth) to be the variable controlling the bearing capacity.
This can be shown readily by formulating the governing
equations in non-dimensional form [9, 17]. It can be
inferred from this that the divergence of the results in
Figure 6 is due to χs at the soil surface and ∂(χs)/∂x being
different for each case. An alternate presentation is
needed to see coincidence of results which is discussed
below.

5 Incorporating a suction profile into
bearing capacity calculation
The analyses completed above involve χs profiles which
are nonlinear with depth. Here it is shown how linear
approximations to those profiles may be incorporated into
a bearing capacity calculation.
Consider first dry soils in which φ' and γt are constant
but have a cohesion profile that varies linearly with depth
according to c'=c0'+Kcx. It was shown in Martin [17] that
the dimensionless ratio:
V=qu/(c0'+qstanφ')
(15)

Figure 5. Total normal stress at a rough soil-footing interface

is dependent on the dimensionless factor:
F=(KcB+γtBtanφ')/(c0'+qstanφ')

(16)

and the values of φ'. To incorporate suction influences it
is recognised that c'cotφ' and χs have similar (and
independent) effects on the governing equations. If a
linear suction profile exists defined by:
χs=(χs)0+Kχsx

(17)

where (χs)0 is the value of χs at the ground surface and
Kχs=∂(χs)⁄∂x is a constant, along with a linearly varying
cohesion profile with depth, and constant φ' and γt, then a
more general form of the ratio V becomes:
V=qu/(c0'+(χs)0tanφ'+qstanφ')

(18)

and this must be dependent on a modified F:
F=[(Kc+Kχstanφ'+γttanφ')B]/(c0'+(χs)0tanφ'+qstanφ')
(19)
along with φ'. The parameters (χs)0 and Kχs may be
estimated using linear fits to the suction profiles arrived
at using Eqs. 3 and 8 as shown in Figure 3. The errors
associated with using a linear approximation for the χs
profiles rather than the curved profiles are small.
The unique relationships between V and F for
different φ' values are shown graphically in Figure 7a and
Figure 7b for smooth and rough footings, respectively.

Figure 6. Influence of B on σxx_interface/(γtB) at a soil-footing

interface
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This figure can be used to determine qu for any
combination of φ', c0', Kc, B, (χs)0, Kχs, qs and γt.
In Figure 7, as F→0, V→Nc and as F→∞,
V→[Nγ/(2tanφ')]F. These limiting conditions are
represented by the straight dash lines.
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6 Conclusion

Smooth footing
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The bearing capacity of a shallow strip footing in
unsaturated soils has been investigated by the slip line
method. The stress field governing equations are
formulated based on the effective stress concept for
unsaturated soils. Bearing capacity analyses are carried
out for typical sands and silts in steady state evaporation
and infiltration.. When the contribution of suction to
effective stress varies linearly with depth the influence of
suction can be captured by plotting results in
dimensionless form. These plots are a useful tool for
practitioners to estimate bearing capacity.
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Figure 7. The unique relationship between V and F for different
φ' values
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